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Who the Fuck & Bullshit

RUN NO. 84 (2 DEC 2001) – WATER RAT & HARDARSE’s PUDDLEJUMPERS’ SPECIAL
[Ed: This report is about as factual as the beliefs that all Malae were "mad
filename which was “Hash Report 1st Dec dogs or Englishmen".
2001”!!]
On On to the beach and to the
Executive Summary
rendezvous with the walkers.
They came, we ran, it rained, they Speaking of Englishmen, all the
time the Hare was bewailed by
whinged, it was great, they went away.
a whinging Pom: "are we there
Detailed Run Report
yet?, is the halt soon?, I'm
The run commenced from the humble tired?, every time I catch up, the
abode of Hard Arse and Water Rat. It pack takes off", and this from an
was introduced as short, flat run with one experience hasher. On finally
or two false trails. (It was flat at least).
arriving
at
the
HH
we
Motivated by this knowledge the pack set discovered the walkers had got
off with all the enthusiasm of an unbridled lost. The Hare was not the least
They’re off! (After a falsie in the first 10 metres ....!)
virgin. Helped by the fact that most of the bit surprised.
13 or so new boots were leading the From then on things got interesting, more
This must have confused the Hare,
pack.
unmarked false trails, the rain came on HARDARSE, because, although the
This virginal pack proceeded east and cue, mud came from nowhere, and the walkers reported that she didn’t lose the
missed the first 3 false trails. Alas, Pom whinged even more. Finally the trail this time, she didn’t make any of the
renowned FRBs, SCRUBBER and Hare pointed the pack towards home, but Hold Check rendezvous either.
HAIDROLIK,
couldn't
keep
up not before he had indulged in a few more
Judging by the photos of the walk it was a
(complained of being "under the whether" sadistic falsies in the downpour.
leisurely affair for all but returnee
whatever that means. I mean why would The pack would still be running around in
GOLDEN SHOWER who was too fast to
you, unless you were a Kiwi?). Nor could circles if the Hare had realised that the
be caught in any of them.
that sad and sorry looking DRIBBLER FRBs were most "new boots", but by that
The runners did catch a glimpse of the
keep up on his last run in Dili (but that time he couldn't see that far ahead.
straggling walkers on their On Home near
was most likely an outcome of the
the Ocean View hotel but since it wasn’t
All
that
was
left
for
the
WATER
RAT
to
previous evening at P&S).
do was to turn off the rain in time for the the same as the runners On Home they
Anyway, the Hare (WATER RAT) Circle.
soon parted company again. That is,
becoming quickly cognisant of the
apart from the FRBs who kept on going
inexperience of the Pack in following a
when WATER RAT called his thirty fifth
Less than Detailed Walk Report
marked trail, and of the trouble some of
[The actual walk report was apparently On Back.
the more senior Hashers had in keeping
sent attached to an email from Though the walkers claimed that they
up, called numerous "On Back, On
HARDARSE. The email arrived but not waited for ‘ages’ at the first Hold Check,
Backs".
later interrogation revealed that they may
the attachment.]
The trail took the pack through the Since the walkers were a bit slow getting have reached the Hold Checks in reverse
Comoro Market, much to the delight of from the Circle to the road they avoided order!
the East Timorese, confirming their the falsie in the first 10 metres of the trail. But at least they got wet too!

CIRCLE CIRCUS
Fortunately the pleasant setting of this
week’s venue wasn’t ruined by the
rain, since we had it all on the run and
there was nothing left for the Circle.
This meant that we had a fair number
of Charges from the Circle and we
were able to catch up on the namings.
Good numbers turned out despite the
weather and this was helped by the
presence of fourteen Newbies.
Though only thirteen stepped forward
for their down down. Who was the one
that got away?
Golden Shower continued from where
he left off – straight in for an FRB
down down and there were several
auspicious zeros including our GM
who was making his 60th appearance.

Departing RA, Dribber(kof), edged
the down down honours and
generally behaved in his inimitable
way which will ensure that he will
be sadly missed. Best wishes from
all of us left behind. Keep up the
good name of the DH3 in Moscow.
Our Naming Guru was in fine form
with no less than four subjects
(though Tim was up by default
since he put the wrong run number
in the book!) He had no trouble with
three of them but his fourth was
already taken and it took a while to
find an appropriate alternative.
Salsa was finally caught for his
many past sins and fittingly awarded
the POTW for the first time.

The Hare gets ready for the wet T shirt
competition assisted by Rupiah .....

DOWN DOWNS
Hares
WATER RAT, HARDARSE
Newbies
Alison, Callum, Michael, John, Chuck, A S, Dallas, Doug,
Darryl, Paul, Rodrigo, Jose, Joao, Paulo
Sponsors
RANDY, Joao, Jeff, SMOKE SCREEN, CATS PISS,
RAMROD, DRIBBLER(KOF), GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
HAIRY BUDDAH, BULLSHIT
FRBs
Dallas, GOLDER SHOWER
Leavers
DRIBBLER(KOF)
Leaners
HORNY
Zeros
60 runs
WEE WILLIE
40 runs
PERSPIRATION
30 runs
DRIBBLER(KOF), SMOKE SCREEN
10 runs
PREGNANT
No charge for the Circle
SEXON

CHARGES FROM THE CIRCLE
PSYCHO charged SALSA for not recognising him out of Hash gear
HAIRY BUDDAH charged HARDARSE for losing her way as Hare on the walk
AS charged GOLDEN SHOWER for no Hash gear
Our departing RA as we all
PREGNANT charged BOX OFFICE for getting lost coming to the run
remember him. On his knees ....
RAMROD charged CATS PISS for getting lost on the way to Dribber(kof)’s farewell
TWO GOATS charged BIGHORN for letting him park too far away
HORNY charged BULLSHIT for choosing to stay in ET and look up bullocks’ rears at Christmas
BIGHORN charged DRIBBLER(KOF) for taking a lift on the run
Julio charged Joao for not warning him about ‘hats in the Circle’

NEW NAMES

POTW

Derrick becomes WRINKLE DICK for his age and wisdom
Rodney becomes HAIRY BUDDAH for the uncanny resemblance
Tim becomes ENLARGER for being good at blowing up things
Greg becomes TWO GOATS because we already have a TWO DOGS

SALSA for taking off to Bali at very frequent intervals and not suffering in Dili like (almost) everyone else

A blonde pushes her BMW into a gas
station. She tells the mechanic, "It died."
After working on the car for only a few
minutes it runs nicely and idles smoothly.
The young lady asks, "What's the story?"
The mechanic replies, "Just crap in the
carburettor."
After a moments contemplation, the blonde
asks, "How often do I have to do that?

No.

Date

A man inserted an advertisement in
the classified: "Wife Wanted." The
next day he received a hundred
letters. They all said the same thing:
"You can have mine."
Man to priest in a confessional: I am 92
years old, have a wonderful wife of 70
years, many children, grandchildren, and
great-grandchildren. Yesterday, I picked

Hares

up two college girls, hitchhiking. We went
to a motel, where I had sex with each of
them three times.
Priest: Are you sorry for your sins?
Man : What sins?
Priest: What kind of a Catholic are you?
Man: I'm Jewish.
Priest: Why are you telling me all this?
Man: I'm telling everybody.

HARES APPARENT
Occasion/Location

85
9 Dec
Bups
Hera Wharf
86
16 Dec
Who the Fuck & Bullshit
Monkey Bar
87
23 Dec
Volunteers
88
30 Dec
Volunteers
89
6 Jan
Joystick & Pharta
Haring is for everybody, not just the select few! Volunteers will get help if they haven’t hared before. Call a
Mismanagement member to register your interest.

